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General Discussion 

If a given structure is scaled up linearly N times, the mass o~ 

material required will be w' times and the bending encountered will be 

.2 times. My design scaled up to SOO ~eet diameter will require 7600 

tons and the roughness will be .+ 1.3 inches. Thus for a relatively 

small improvement in resol.,.ing power, a seveN reduction in top working 

~requency will be imposed and a huge increase in material and coet will 

be encountered. Scaling up the Manchester design. will produce even 

more absurd results. There are only five possible escapes from this 

situation. 

I. Employ a material with a higher ratio of modulus of elasticity 

to density. 

II. Use a deeper structure to give a better ratio of moment of 

inertia divided by length. 

III. Incorporate more supports. 

IV. Devise equalizers which will automatically compensate for 

changes in frame deformation with position and thereby retain the figure 

of the mirror at all posit10ns. 

v. Restrict the motion of carriage 80 that less than the entire 

celestial hemisphere is available for observation. 

I. Material s 

Steel and al~nam are practically equal and are by far the best 

of the common materials. Some ceramics and carbides are immensely 

better than steel but such things cannot be used as structural materials. 

A slight gain may be ..cured by making the dead weight parts such as 

parapet, mirror skin and ribs from alim1num. This rednces the fixed 
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load on the carriage. 

II Structure Depth 

This feature has been carried to about as large a ratio as possible 

in rq design. It accounts f'or most of the improvement in perf'ormanee 

over the Manchester design. A 'further increase Will require dispro

portionately large side circles. 

ill Supports. 

The sWinging bill board on two pivots is the worst possible and 

only Suitable for small mirrors. Some improvement is incorporated in 

my design which uses 1'our supports. 

IV. Equalizers. 

Equalizers may readily be designed to correct the mirror sUrf'ace 

properly when the earriage is at positions 900 apart. However they 

,MUst be ehecked at intermediate carriage positions to be sure they don't 

under or over correct. They are tricky, comple. and expensive. Any 

appreciable use of' them is t'raught with uncertaint,y. An exact large scale 

working model should be built of' any strueture whieh proposes to 

incorporate equalizers to be sure they1'unction in fact as expvcted on 

paper. 117 design uses two elementary' varietleso; They are not shown on 

the small model but their efreets are included in the ealculations. 

V. Motion Restriction 

Carried to an extreme. w. have the f'ixed wire dish of Manchester. 

An7 increase in mobil1ty has to be paid 1'01" in eomplexity, mass and cost. 

Sometimes small parts at the celestial sphere m&7 be left out of' the 

obserYing area with relatively small loss in performanee and a substantial 

reduction in east. 

A wide variety or compromises may be observed in the mounts used by 

optical astronomers since Oalileo rested his hand instruments on a 



convenient wall. Hu;rgens long telescopes must haye been shaky in the 

extreme. Herschel used a system where the sky swept by. Ross was able 

to track objects for a brief period by moving the eye piece. Eyen the 

Hooker teleBcope omits the north polar region and the Hale telescope 

cannot reach the cireUmpolar stars at lower~ulmination. If 8.ll7 region 

is to be omitted in radio astron~, it seems best to omit the firs~ 

ten or twenty degrees of altitude where atmosphel'4,C vagaries are the 

greatest. Thruout the manT years of optical astron~ the ratio of 

size of mount to size of objective has steadily increased. as larger and 

larger objectives haTe been produced. The same mcy be expected to occur 

in radio aBtrono~~ 

Focal Length 

When the m1rr~r is only a few wavelengths in diameter, it is 

necessary to keep the focal point apparatus small to preyent a big 

seatterer in front. A small focal apparatus can only produce a dipole 

field. This requires a short focal length and inherent poor efficiency 

of mirror. If a long focal length is used the mirror efficiency increases 

but the focal apparatus efficienc7 decreases and a lot of rad~~tfcn leaks 

in the sides of mirror. The system efficiency is the product of the 

mirror efficiency and the focal apparatus efficiency. I have discussed 

this in the literature oyer ten years ago. 

When the mirror is l'D8D7 wavelengths in diameter a IIftlch lar)18r focal 

device may be tolerated. A larger device maT bedeaigned to haye an 

acceptance pattern with quite sharp edges. These edges may conform to 

the solid angle subtended by the mirror at the focal point. Thus the 

system has a high overal efficiency- because the mirror is looked at 

uniformly over ita entire surface and the focal apparatus loOks on17 at 

the mirror. Very little energy can leak in around the edges of mirror. 

Such a combination may be more readily secured with a large-focal ratip 



system, say r = 0.6 to 0.8 than when r <0.5. The long focal length 

also makes the mirrqr more flat and easier to built. The ideal rocal 

device should not look at all outside the mirror. look most strongly at 

edges of' mirror and somewhat less strongly at center of mirror. The 

edg~~center ratio will depend upon focal ratio and be larger for 

sma~iAratios. ~ 

Wind 

Any design ~h has enough steel in it t~ovide small bending 

will be so, strong)t cannot fail and so heaVY' it 1\cannot overturn even in 

a cyclo~e. However theee matters should be checked on the final 

calculations. High Winds are transient phenomena but they introduce 

large unbalance forces. Consequently the mirror should always remain 

clilmped tightly when not inuee. Winds above 3Qmph are quite rare in 

most places. Thus if the drive has sufficient power to control the 

Ddrror in a 30mph Wind, the machine may be operated for over 99% of the 

annual hours. 
A

Considerable ~hought has been given to mesh versus solid skta. At 

velocities below 20mPh the air flow thru a mesh will be laminar and 

considerable reduction in Wind resistance will be achieved. At higher 

velocit1es the now becomes ,increasingly- turbulent. A blanket of slow 

moVing air covers the mesh. A great moim4 of air piles up in front of the 

blanket and most of the oncoming air slides off the sides of the mound. 

Thus the entire structure looks like a dome to the wind exactly the 

same as if the mirror were so11d. In effect the mesh reduces the Wind 

loading at low velocities when it is not needed and does no good at high 

velocities when it is needed. Any mesh fine enough to be effective at 

centimeter waves will be worthless for wind load reduction. To keep the 

bending small the mesh must be thick and supplied with many ribs. 

Altogether it seems beet to use a skin of solid plate and simplify things. 
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Snow 

Snow is a great menace because it introduces huge unbalance forces. 

1~ the snow could be dumped off easily there would be little harm. 

However often the snow 1B sticky and wont t :flow. I nearly wrecked ID7 

Wheaton mirror once this way. Several times I had dumped off a foot or 

mo" of loose snow. 'However in due time a heavy wet snow came down and 

froze tight. When I unclalsped the mirror it became uncontrollable and 

~ thru the stops at the end breaking o~ two legs of the parapet. 

After this experience the mirror was allowed to remain clamped in whatever 

position it happened to be until the snow went away. Any large mirror 

should be placed south of where there ave frequent heavy 8))oW8 or much 

time will be lost. 

Corrosion 

It ie customary to cover buried line pipe in a tar and cloth wrap. 

This will not be satisfactory for above ground prot.ection because the 

aun1ight drives off the mo~e volatilecompe~ent8 and hardens the tar. 

Changes in temperature cause the tar to crack and water gete in with 

accompaD7ing corrosion. The tar and cloth wrap also introduces a lE'1'"ge 

dead load which is objectionable. Painting is an endless job as may be 

seen on any large bridge. 

The best scheme of prote~ction seems to be to thickly galvanize the 

whole framework. Then it should not require any attention for 30 years 

or more. Inquiry shows that members at least 3 ft. diameter and 40 ft. 

long M87 be galvanized in one dip. ~There is also a portable kit which 

does a veI7 nice on the spot job of' galvanizing. It may be used to cover 

all the welds, touch up sears and rrovide general maintftnance. 

Corrosion is primarily due to two causes; industrial polution 

(sulphur' and sal~ particles. Any large mirror should be kept away from 

large cities and the sea coast, or else taken up to a high altitude. 
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In Hawaii the salt content in the air decreases at 2000 ft to 1/10 

the sea leve1 value, to a small fraction of a percent at 5000 ft, and n1l 

above this. At 10.000 ft black iron banding lying out for two years 

remainedblaek. At sea level it would be a mass of rust in a few months. 

At 14,000 ft the climate is like the Gobi desert. 

220 ft. Design 
~ 

This design was worked out in detail. The size, weight, moment and 

bending of each member and every joint was determined both when the carria~ 

was on its side and upright. The entire structure was checked for balance, 

wind stress and overturning. A comnlete parts list was drawn up and 

sketches made or rittings at each joint.· All that needed to be done was 

make shop drawings. Inquiry was made to :find out whe:re the materials would 

come rrom, their approximate cost and who might be interested in erecting 

the structure and the best means. About 100 pounds of literature on this 

matter reposes in the attic at Wheaton, Illinois. I also carried the 

model around to about a dozen different r,overnment agencies and foundations 

In general the response I obtained was "He's harmless, be kind to him and 

he will go away": 

The design of a structure like this is done by successive approxi

matioos. First each member is assumed either as an outright guess, or 

on the baS£9 of preVious information. Then the whole structure is worked 

thru to see what the stresses and bending a~e. Suitable corrections to 

member size, sh~pe and length are made and the process repeated. Finally 

a satisfactory design is secured. Unfortunately, for any major change 

in size or structure configuration all the numbers change. Thus the 

old figures are on'lv sui table for build ing a 220 ft. mirror or to show 

the general method of procedure. 



500 ft. Possibilities 
" . 

The most practical scheme·seems to be the application of more 

suppopls in conjunction with a restriction in motion. T have a modifi

cation of the 220 ft design which uses three vertical tracks for motion 

in altitude. The center track is somewhat la~ger .than the outside ones. 

Each of the three tracks has three trucks of many wheels making a 
~ 

eontinu~~~~(~~er each track. Thus three line su~port8 are 

aChieved»andAthe rim of the tracks may be grea1;ly reduced-dill 1••• The 

turntable has a fixed piv~t at the center and runs on tW;J horizontal etr.". 
cireular tracks respectively 350 and 500 feet diameter. The motion in 

altitude is limited from 150 to 900 
• This should not be serious as 

the lowest angles near the horizon are SUbject to lots of atmospheric 

vagaries and are not particularly useful. No model has been bUilt, nor 

details worked out. However it appears that such a machine would 

probably weigh between 2500 and 3000 tons. The surface roughness should 

not be worse than the 220 f't. design. 

Possibilities Over 500 ft. 

To get into this class it seems that an entirely dif'f'erent approach 

is neeessary. Escape III must be exploited to a maximum. If the number 
2of supports increases as N , then the mass of material increases as only 

N2 for a design of constant bending. The situation is eqUivalent to 

building a table where the legs are all the same distance apari however 

large. the table may be. l~ith this scheme the size appears to be unlimited. 

The attached sketches show a design for a 750ft. mirror. The hole in the 

ground is a hemisphere 3000 ft. diameter. Many cireular concentric 

horizontal tracks line the side of the hole 50 ft apart in horizontal 

projection. A cradle pivoted at the center bottom of hole runs along the 

tracks and provides motion in azimuth. The top of cradle has many 

parallel circular vertical tracks also 50 ft auart. The mirror mounts on 
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a carriage which runs up and down the tracks atop the cradle and provides 

motion in altitude from 150 to 900 
• By this combination of interlocking 

tracks the mirror is actuatly supported every 50 feet both ways underneath. 
Fixed Mirror 

A parabola is reasonably approximated by a sphere with a radius of 

curvature tWice the focal length of the parabola. The bottom of the hole 

may be lined With a conducting sheet like chicken wire for about 2/3 of 
~ 

the diamete~ of the hole. The focal eqUipment may be supported at one 

half the depth of the hole by cables from the rim. Thus a fixed mirror 

2000 ft niameter may be secured in addition to an adjustable one 750 ft 

diameter. The fixed mirror will have considerable roughness due to the 

tracks. These may be made to depart from a hemisphere to apprOXimate a 

parabola of revolution over the bottom of the hole and thus improve the 

figure. Suitable changes will be needed in the underpart of the cradle. 

However the fixed mirror should be useful at meter and decameter waves 

both for radio astronomy and ionosphere experiments. Moving the position 

of the focal aparatuB bv adjusting the cables will provide beam SWinging 

over an angle equal to about ten beam widths of the main pattern each side 

of the zenith. The beam will break up at greater angles. A granh of 

hole diameter/mirror diameter versus minimum altitude for a hemispherical 

hole is provided. 

Hole in Ground 

If a ready made hole can be used the expense of the project will be 

greatly reduced. A number of possibilities eXist. The meteor crater 

near Winslow, Arizona is about 4500ft diameter and 600f't dee~ The bottom 

is full of loose rock and dirt Which could be readily excavated. ~ 

~<-
A somewhat better~hole is ~rater Elegante just across the boarder in 

Mexico. Both of these are dry all year 'around. Numerous volcanic 
" c.: <~, • "~ i. " 

craters are available. Puu Makanata on the side of Mauna Kea, Hawaii 



is a very symmetrical cone of about the right size. Equally nice ones 

could probably be found in continental America. Old quaries offer another 

possibility. The extra material removed to produce the correct shape 

may be piled around the outside top to build up the edge. It is even 

possible to make some money by selling the rock, if it is any good • 

. -. " ,,' 
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